
Meet the New Microsoft Edge
If you’re using Windows 10, keep watch for a new icon
appearing on your taskbar. Any time now (and it may have
happened already), you’ll spot the blue-and-green swirl
pictured below.

This icon heralds the arrival of a
new version of the Microsoft Edge
web browser, whose familiar blue
‘e’ icon has been consigned to the
history books.

There’s more to this change than
just a fancy icon, though. The new
Edge has been rebuilt from the
ground up, and under the surface it’s very different from the
old Edge. Perhaps surprisingly, given that they’re compet-
itors, this new Edge is based on Google Chrome.

On the surface, however, you won’t notice many differences.
Everything looks much as it did before, with the exception
of the Settings page which now opens in a browser tab (like
a web page) rather than a pop-up panel. Web pages should
load faster, and the new Edge uses less battery power on
laptops and tablets. Another handy advantage of the switch
to Google’s rendering engine is that it will be possible to
install extensions from Google’s store, with many thousands
on offer. 

A new Edge
icon…

…and a new
Microsoft Edge

It’s based on
Google Chrome

Benefits of the
new Edge
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All web browsers are built around a component called
a ‘rendering engine’ which handles the job of turning
HTML code into a readable web page. The new Edge
dumps Microsoft’s own rendering engine, which was
comparatively slow, and instead uses Google’s engine. 
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Insurance
against Windows
problems

Reset your PC to
an earlier date

In Windows 10,
System Restore
is not enabled

Select your
‘System’ drive

Using Windows 10? Switch on System
Restore!
Ever since the release of Windows ME back in 2000, every
version of Windows has included a useful feature named
System Restore. This feature takes regular ‘snapshots’ of
your system (in particular, just before any new software is
installed) in case you run into problems.

If you do, and if there’s absolutely no other way to solve
them, System Restore allows you to reset your PC to
(roughly) the state it was when one of those snapshots was
taken. It’s not a guaranteed cure-all, and it can occasionally
leave you with more problems than you had before, but it’s
reassuring to know the feature is there.

In Windows 10, however, it’s not! Or more precisely, the
System Restore feature itself is still there, but it’s not
switched on, so it doesn’t take any of those snapshots. If
you’re using Windows 10, I recommend switching on
System Restore so that you have this useful safety net. It
does take up about 5% of the space on your hard disk, but
as an insurance policy against problems with your PC, that’s
space well used! To switch on System Restore in Windows
10, follow these steps:

1. Click the Start button or press the key to open
the Start menu, and then type system restore (there’s
no need to bother with capital letters). At the top of
the panel that appears, you’ll see an item that says
Create a restore point: click that item.

2. In the dialog that appears, look in the Protection
Settings box for the drive that has the word (System)
in brackets beside it – it may be the only drive in the
list. Click that drive to select it and then click
Configure .
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Switch on ‘system
protection’

Set the required
amount of disk
space

System Restore is
now enabled

3. Another dialog opens containing the options shown
below. Click on Turn on system protection so
that the blob moves into the circle beside it.

4. Further down, alongside Max Usage, use the slider
to specify the maximum amount of disk space

you’re willing to devote to System Restore. The more
space you allow, the more of those snapshots (known
as ‘restore points’) you’ll be able to keep. Since this
is Windows 10, and you probably have a fairly-new
PC with a capacious hard disk, you can probably
afford to devote at least 5 GB to these snapshots. I
wouldn’t choose less than that, but anything over 15
GB is getting a bit generous! (As a rough guide,
assume each snapshot is around 1 GB in size, so 5
GB should give you a choice of five snapshots to
which you could roll back your PC.)

5. Finally, click the OK button at the bottom of this
dialog, then OK again at the bottom of the dialog that
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YouTube: Why Read When You Can Watch?
When you want to want to know how to do something, are
you in the habit of using a search engine such as Google to
find a page explaining it?

Here’s a better idea: turn to the video website YouTube
instead! Whatever you need to do, from indenting a
paragraph in Microsoft Word to replacing the brake pads on
a Ford Fiesta, you can be almost certain someone has made
a video tutorial about it. 

Just visit www.youtube.com, type a few words describing
what you want in the search box at the top of the page and
press Enter, then click the most helpful-looking video in the
results list. You can watch and hear how it’s done, pausing,
continuing and rewinding as needed, or click related videos
in the column at the right of the page if the one you’ve
chosen isn’t as instructive as you’d hoped. 
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Tutorials on
every imaginable
topic!

Search YouTube
and then click 
a video to 
watch it!

2. opened in step 2 and you’re done. From now on,
System Restore will take regular snapshots of your
System, deleting older ones as necessary to ensure
that they never take up more space on your PC than
you’ve specified.
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